
CS1800 Discrete Structures Prof. Hescott and Prof. Pavlu
Fall 2020 October 16, 2020

Homework # 5

Assigned: October 16, 2020
Due: October 25, 2020 at 8pm eastern

Instructions:

The assignment has to be uploaded to Gradescope by the due date. NO assignment will be accepted
after 8:00pm on that day.

We expect that you will study with friends and often work out problem solutions together, but you

must write up your own solutions, in your own words. Cheating will not be tolerated. Professors,
TAs, and peer tutors will be available to answer questions but will not do your homework for you.
One of our course goals is to teach you how to think on your own.

You must turn in typed work to Gradescope either written in a word processor such as Word, or typeset
in LaTeX.

To get full credit , show INTERMEDIATE steps leading to your answers, throughout.

Problem 1 [Easy]: Counting Sets

Let S = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}.

i. How many subsets of size 3 are there for S?

ii. A multiset is an unordered collection of non-unique elements. For instance {1, 1, 2} is a
multiset, but not a set. How many multisets of size 3 can we make with the elements of S?

iii. A tuple, unlike a multiset, has an order: (1,2,1) is di↵erent than (1,1,2). Define the sum of

a tuple as the sum of all the elements in that tuple. For instance, the sum of (1, 1, 2) is 4.
Using the elements of S, how many tuples of size 4 can be made that sum to 5? For example,
(1, 2, 1, 1), (2, 0, 0, 3) and (0, 3, 0, 2) are such tuples.

Problem 2 [Easy]: Around the Table

i. A clan of 20 kobolds have agreed to a peace conference with the goblins down the road. The
kobolds need to send 8 of their own to the conference and then decide how to sit at a round
table( seatings are the same if the neighbors are the same). How many ways are there for the
kobolds to present themselves at the conference?

ii. The 8 goblins and 8 kobolds arrive, but find there is only one round table with 16 seats.
Each participant has a unique nametag. Both parties agree to sit around the same table
interleaved: no two from the same party can sit next to each other. How many ways are for
these two groups to sit around the table? (Note: seatings are the same if the neighbors are
the same)
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Problem 3 [Medium]: Putting it All Together How many numbers from 1 to 99,999 contain
exactly one of each of the digits 2,3,4, and 5?

Problem 4 [Medium]: Interleaving Sequences

Two sorted sequences lengths 9 and 7 are given: (1,2,3,...9) and (a,b,c,d,e,f,g). We want to
interleave them into a sequence of length 16 such that numbers 1-9 remain in relative order, and
also literals a-g remain in relative order. How many ways are there to do this? Example valid
sequences are 1a2bc34d56efg789, 12345abc678de9fg, and a1bcdef23456789g.

Problem 5 [Medium]: Alien Contact

Trained contact teams have been dispatched to meet the aliens. A team of 41 people discovers
a far o↵ planet inhabitanted by aliens.

i. The team needs to send 3 groups of size 5,5, and 7 down to the planet. Two groups are the
same if they have the same group members. How many possible groups can be created from
the crew?

ii. The groups scared the inhabitants due to the colors of their shirts. The team consists of 23
people wearing red shirts, 15 people wearing blue shirts, and 3 people wearing gold shirts.
The inhabitants ask for the following changes to the groups:

Send only 2 groups, one of 5 and another of 7.

In every group, a person wearing a red shirt must be paired with a person wearing a
blue shirt. Red’s too loud.

Each group must be accompanied by exactly one person wearing a gold shirt.

How many possible groups can the team send with this additional restriction? You can leave
your answer in choice notation (i.e.

�3
2

�
+

�5
2

�
). (Hint: Focus on the number of red shirts in

each groups to find all the cases. Then combine them with the sum rule.)

Problem 6 [Hard]: Counting Set Partitions

Let S and S1, S2, · · ·Sn be sets. S1, S2, · · · , Sn partition S if and only if

Sn
i=1 Si = S and

Every pair of subsets share no elements

We call S1, S2, · · ·Sn a partition of S.
For example, let S = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then

{1, 2}, {3, 4} partition S.

{1}, {2, 4}, {3} also partition S.

However, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 4} do not partition S.

Finally, two partitions are the same if they have the same subsets. For example, {1, 2}, {3, 4}
is the same partition as {3, 4}, {1, 2}.

Say we have a set A = {1, 2, 5, 14, 42}.
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i. How many ways can we partition A into 3 sets, assuming none of the sets used are empty?
Show all of your work. (Hint: Think about how you are going to count these sets before you
think about which tools to use.)

ii. How many ways can we partition A, assuming none of the sets used are empty? Show all of
your work.
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F Optional problems: no credit, no deadline, no formal grading, and possibly no solutions. If
you work on these and need help, let Virgil know by email.

Problem 7 F Around the table constrained In an e↵ort to address religious di↵erences,
8 Christians (c1, .., c8), 6 Hindus (h1, .., h6), and 3 Muslims (m1,m2,m3) sit at a round discussion
table. In how many di↵erent ways can they sit such that every two adjacent people have di↵erent
religions? (Having same neighbors counts as same way).

Problem 8 Trinomial Coe�cients If we expand the trinomial (x + y + z)10, what is the
coe�cient of term x3y2z5 ?

Problem 9 F Repeating Digits How many integers from 00001 to 99,999 have no digit value
occurring more than twice? Integers here are explicitly written on 5 digits with leading 0-s, so
00102 is not valid because 0 occurs 3 times; 62343 is a valid integer; 12117 is not because digit “1”
appears 3 times.

Problem 10 F Derangements A derangement of 1 2 3 . . .n is a permutation that leaves
none of these numbers in place. By inspection, the derangements of 123 are 312 and 231. Find the
number of derangements of 1 2 3 4 5 using Inclusion-Exclusion

Problem 11 F Dating Pairs

i. 10 men who are pairs of brothers (a1b1, a2b2, a3b3, a4b4, a5b5) are to blind-date 10 women who
are pairs of sisters (x1y1, x2y2, x3y3, x4y4, x5y5) such that any two brothers do not date two
corresponding sisters, that is for example if (a2, x4) is a date then b2 cannot date y4.
In how many ways can the dates be arranged?
Jimmy’s solution: There are 10! ways to arrange the dates without restrictions. There are
5! ⇤ 25 ways to arrange dates that violates the restriction since it comes down permuting the
pairs and then choosing for each pair which brother dates which sister (2 possibilites per
pair). So the answer is 10!� 5! ⇤ 25. Why is this wrong?

ii. F Virgil has a solution, also wrong: We need the number of derangements = permutations
without fix point for n=5. Examples: 21453, 41253. Not a derangement : 52134 because 2 is
in original position. For n=5 there are D5 = 44 derangements which can be counted by brute
force or by Inclusion-Exclusion (next exercise). Then the answer is 5! (choose a permutation
of the 5 men a1..a5) * 25 (choose which sister to date) *D5 (choose a derangement for brothers
b1..b5).
Why is Virgil’s solution wrong?

iii. FFF What is the correct count for possible dates?
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Problem 12 F F F Disturbances. A permutation of values 1..2n is is disturbance if two
consecutive items have di↵erence in values at least n. For example n=5 the sequence (5,8,9,3,1,4,2,6,10,7)
is a disturbance due to consecutive items (9,3) whose di↵erence is 6 � n. Prove that out of all (2n)!
permutations more than half are disturbances.
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